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High-tech nuke detectors check Puget Sound small vessels for
WMD
September 28th, 2009

More than 300 trained maritime law enforcement and first responder personnel from federal,
state, local and tribal agencies participated in an operational maritime exercise in Puget Sound
this week. Maritime law enforcement and first responders conducted non-intrusive small vessel
radiological screenings at three Puget Sound security zones located at Admiralty Inlet, Bellingham
Bay and North Skagit Bay.
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The exercise is part of a pilot demonstration funded by the Department of Homeland Security Domestic
Nuclear Detection Office to evaluate radiation detection sensors and operational protocols for the small
vessel maritime environment. Small vessels are considered watercraft under 300 gross tons such as
recreational boats, yachts and small commercial vessels.
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory coordinated activities with the Coast Guard and Customs and
Border Protection, and many other state, local and tribal agencies for the two-day event. Team members
used radiation detection equipment ranging from portable hand-held sensors to boat-mounted systems.
The Puget Sound was selected for the pilot demonstration because it is home to the third largest
commercial and naval port in the U.S, hosts the nation's largest ferry system, and sees significant small
vessel traffic regularly entering U.S. waters across the 125 miles of open maritime border. Increased
boat traffic on the Sound is anticipated during the Winter Olympics games to be held in Vancouver,
British Columbia, in 2010.
"Our goal was to coordinate efforts by DHS and regional partners to prevent illicit radiological or
nuclear materials from entering Puget Sound waterways by way of small vessels," said PNNL Maritime
Project Manager Bill Peterson. "The exercise allowed us to operationally assess these advanced
technology systems and protocols." The pilot directly supports the DHS Small Vessel Security Strategy,
which serves to reduce potential security and safety risks on our waterways and at our nation's many
ports.
DHS's Domestic Nuclear Detection Office invested $3.5 million in equipment and training for state and
local personnel in preventive radiological detection for the Puget Sound pilot.
"Our objective is to safely identify and interdict radiological materials as far away as possible from
populated areas and critical facilities," said Captain Dave Crowley, USCG at DNDO. "And, while this
improves the region's security, it's essential our efforts cause minimal impact to routine commercial and
recreational boating activities."
During the event, PNNL worked with DNDO to coordinate with various federal, state, tribal and
regional maritime partners to provide guidance on operational protocols, equipment, equipment training
and exercise development for the pilot.
While authorities stress that no known current threat exists, the opportunity did provide DNDO and its
partners a chance to conduct the exercise under real world conditions. The partnering agencies assessed
the geographic layout of the ports and designed a method to maximize detection and interdiction
opportunities away from populated areas and critical infrastructure.
"This week's effort shows we can add another layer of defense and security to Puget Sound waters with
minimal impact to law abiding small vessel operators," said Peterson.
Source: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (news : web)
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Engineers in Japan say they are a step closer to developing technology they hope will cut
the risk of car crashes -- by mimicking the behaviour of fish.
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(AP) -- The European Union has unveiled an updated satellite navigation system that is up to five times
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(AP) -- You almost have to feel bad for Microsoft. The software maker isn't known for hip marketing
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(PhysOrg.com) -- At the September '09 Emerging Tech Conference in Boston, GE announced it has
been developing a 1TB DVD size disk that can be read by a modified Blu-ray player.
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(AP) -- ViaSat Inc. is acquiring Wild Blue Communications Inc., a provider of high-speed Internet
access via satellite, for $568 million in cash and stock, according to a person familiar with the situation.
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